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Abstract. The drum machine has been an important tool in music production for decades. However, its flawless way of playing drum patterns is often perceived as mechanical and rigid, far from the groove provided by a human drummer. This paper presents research towards enhancing the drum machine with learning capabilities. The drum machine learns user-specific variations (i.e. the groove) from human drummers, and stores the groove as attractors in Echo State Networks (ESNs). The ESNs are purely generative (i.e. not driven by an input signal) and the output is used by the drum machine to imitate the playing style of human drummers, making it a cost-effective way of achieving life-like drums.

1 INTRODUCTION

The research in this paper is aimed to enhance the cost-effective and easy way of creating drum tracks that is possible with current music production software (e.g. Logic, Pro Tools, Cubase) with the groove of a human drummer. The drum machine is a much cheaper alternative to recording live drums. However, the drum machine plays patterns without flaws, which makes it sound rigid and machine-like. Human drummers vary the way patterns are played, both on a small-scale level (varying dynamics and tempo) and on a large-scale level (changing the pattern to be played altogether, such as playing a break). These variations constitute the groove of the drummer. Current music production software have parameters that can be tweaked to achieve a human-like effect, however these variations add random noise with the intention that these variations will be perceived as human - the software has no understanding of what makes a drum pattern groovy. The research presented in this paper models these user-specific variations with recurrent neural networks, and demonstrates that the networks are able to represent both the small and large-scale variations that make a drummer groovy. These networks are then used to imitate the playing style of the drummers that served as teachers. The result is a groovy drum machine.

2 BACKGROUND

Modeling user-specific variations in playing style has been a field of study for years within the AI community. Saunders et al. [12] use string kernels to identify the playing style of pianists, by looking at changes in beat-level tempo and beat-level loudness. However, imitating the style of the pianists was not attempted. Tobudic and Widmer [15] also consider variations in tempo and dynamics as the two most important parameters of expressiveness. To learn the playing style of a pianist, they use first-order logic to describe how the pianist would play a certain classical piece, and then a clustering algorithm to group similar melody lines (i.e. phrases) together. They use the models to play back music in the style of given pianists. Pachet’s Continuator uses Markov models to create a system that allows real-time interactions with musicians [8], however his focus is more on replicating the tonal signature of a musician; the Markov model represents the probabilities that a certain note will follow another. A musician plays a phrase and the Continuator will then play another phrase which is a continuation of that phrase. Mantaras and Arcos use case-based reasoning to generate expressive music performance by imitating certain expressive styles, such as joyful or sad [2]. Raphael [10] has implemented a real-time system for accompanying soloists, “Music Plus One”. The system allows soloists to play along with an orchestra played by a computer, after the soloist has “practiced” along with the system. The idea is to model how a soloist tends to vary the tempo when playing a classical piece of music, making the orchestra (i.e. the computer) follow the soloist.

Current sophisticated drum sample software (e.g. FXpansion BFD, Toontrack EZdrummer, DigiDesign Strike, Reason Drum Kits, Native Instruments Battery) contains gigabytes of samples that closely match the acoustic response to playing dynamics. However, the drum libraries still need to be programmed, since they provide no intelligent way to generate human-like drum patterns. This must be done by the user, either by programming the pattern himself or choosing a rhythm template. The drum software contains parameters that can be tweaked to enhance the realism of the produced tracks (typically a “groove engine” where it is possible to increase randomization of beats and/or adjust timing and velocity), in addition to manually changing programmed patterns. Still, the user needs to know how to achieve the desired result, since the software has no understanding of how to generate human-like drum patterns. If the user could buy a “drummer in a box” that had a model of how a real drummer plays a certain pattern, it would greatly reduce the cost of having life-like drums. We believe this could be an important tool for musicians, since the programming of the drums would be easier and the user could select the drummer of his preference to perform on his tracks.

3 ARCHITECTURE

The architecture for learning and imitation of drum patterns is called “Software for Hierarchical Extraction and Imitation of drum patterns in a Learning Agent” (SHEILA), see figure 1. SHEILA learns drum patterns and the playing style of human drummers, and stores them in a library. After training, SHEILA can be used as a groovy artificial drummer, capable of imitating the playing style of the drummers that provided the drum patterns used as training data. The drumming domain is suited for time-dependent sequential modeling due to its repetitive nature, since the groove of a drummer manifests over time.
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sequences of genes [4]. A supermaximal repeat is defined as a recurring pattern that is not a substring of any other pattern. Similar parts are grouped together, and the core patterns are the most commonly played drum pattern within the similar parts. To find the most commonly played drum patterns, the same search for supermaximal repeats is performed. Patterns correspond to one bar of the MIDI note sequence (i.e. 4 quarter notes). Patterns that differ from the core pattern within a melodic segment is considered to be a large-scale variation of the core pattern. For each song, there will be several core patterns, corresponding to the melodic segments. Core patterns are written as \( C_p \), whereas variations are written as \( C_p V_i \). From the low-level MIDI data a high-level representation of the song is found, namely the sequence of drum patterns. The sequence of patterns within a melodic segment is represented by an ESN (from now on referred to as ESN\(_{seq}\)). The string sequence is transformed into a binary matrix where one row corresponds to one bar, and the location of the high bit indicates which pattern (core or variation) to play. This sequence is then teacher forced to the ESN\(_{seq}\), which produces the same output sequence after the training phase. The design choice to have one ESN\(_{seq}\) for similar melodic segments was made because it is the intention that SHEILA will later be used in a different setting, where only specific core patterns (and their variations) are to be played. If the ESN\(_{seq}\) learned the large-scale sequence of the entire song, it would only be suited to play back that particular song.

### 3.1.2 Small-scale variations

Small-scale variations are defined as variations in timing (i.e. how much the drummer is before or after the metronome) and dynamics (i.e. how hard a beat it played, also referred to as velocity) that occur when a drummer is playing a pattern. After defining the core patterns and variations, the similar drum patterns are grouped together, and the MIDI data is transformed into a target matrix where one row represents one timestep of the MIDI data. Quantizing the raw MIDI data allows for calculation of how much a note was before/after the metronome. The placements of the velocity and onset time data also code for which note was played (for instance, hi-hat, snare drum or kick drum). The velocity and onset times were scaled to the range \([0,1]\). One ESN represent the sequence of velocities (denoted ESN\(_{vel}\)), one ESN represent the sequence of onset times (ESN\(_{ons}\)). Early experiments tried to combine both onset time and velocity in one ESN, but finding a stable solution was difficult. Closer examination of the data revealed that the onset times had a variation that was on a slower timescale than that of the velocities. The onset times varied over several bars, whereas the velocity varies greatly from one note to the next (this will be elaborated in section 4). The spectral radius of the ESN describes the speed of the internal dynamics of the ESN, and is the most important parameter to tune [5]. It was therefore crucial that the velocity and onset times were represented on different networks, since this parameter needed to be different for each network. After the division was made, finding stable solutions became a lot easier.

The grouped patterns are then used to train ESNs that represent their variations in velocity and timing, resulting in specific ESNs for the core pattern and for each of the variations of the core pattern.

### 3.2 Imitating the groove

When the training is completed, the user of SHEILA presents a desired pattern in the MIDI format. Upon recognition, the user can choose which drummer should play the desired pattern. The name
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3 Musical Instrument Digital Interface, a protocol for electronic music equipment to communicate in real time.
of the drummer and which song the pattern was played on will aid the user to decide. The user then specifies how many bars the desired pattern should be played. SHEILA then runs the ESN$_{seq}$ of the desired pattern for the desired number of bars, outputting the sequence of core patterns and variations. The corresponding ESN$_{vel}$ and ESN$_{ons}$ are then run for the desired number of bars; the output results in MIDI data. The ESN$_{seq}$ introduces large-scale variations, and the ESN$_{vel}$ and ESN$_{ons}$ introduce small-scale variations. Recall that the ESNs are all purely generative, they are not driven by input at all. However, they need to be given a starting state, which is the last state of the hidden and output layer of the network during training.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The SHEILA system was implemented in MatLab. To find the supramaximal repeats, vmatch$^4$ was used, which is implemented using the algorithms described in [1]. Propellerheads Reason 3.0$^5$ loaded with Reason Drum Kits was used for recording MIDI signals and for generating sound from MIDI files. Recording MIDI was done with a Roland TD-3$^6$ velocity sensitive electronic drum kit. Five male amateur drummers (average age 27.8) recorded drum tracks to a melody written by the authors, and were told to play specific patterns for the verse (shown in figure 2), chorus and bridge. At each 8th bar of the verse, there was a break that they had to play the same way. Apart from these directions, the drummers were free to introduce large-scale variations as they saw fit. The overall structure of the song was verse/chorus/verse/chorus/bridge/chorus/chorus. The tempo was 120 beats per minute (BPM), yielding the length of the song 2:30 minutes. The ESN$_{seq}$ had 50 hidden nodes, and a spectral radius $\alpha = .99$. The spectral radius describes the speed of the internal dynamics of the ESN; $\alpha = .99$ specifies slow dynamics. This was chosen because the timescale of the ESN$_{seq}$ were often long and highly irregular. The ESN$_{vel}$ and ESN$_{ons}$ on the other hand, represent faster dynamics since their role is to capture a short cycle in a long stream of data. By examining the training data, the timescale of which variations occur was discovered to be different on velocity and timing data. This can be seen in figure 3, which shows the velocity and timing data for the hi-hat sequence that correspond to the pattern in figure 2. Observe how the velocity data vary greatly from one note to the next, whereas the onset time varies more slowly.

To account for these observations, $\alpha = .1$ for the fast ESN$_{vel}$, $\alpha = .4$ for the slower ESN$_{ons}$. These values are found by experimentation, as recommended by Jaeger [5]. The networks started out with 10 nodes in the hidden layer. Finding a stable solution in a purely generative ESN was not guaranteed in every trained ESN. The training error would be low for every network, but once left to run on its own, some networks tended to oscillate in an unstable manner. To overcome this problem, each ESN was run for the same length as the training data, and if the resulting output pattern differed more than 10% from the training pattern, it was discarded and another ESN was created, trained and tested. If five consecutive ESNs had an error greater than 10%, the number of nodes in the hidden layer was increased by 1. In practice, this simple heuristic would guarantee that a solution would be found rather quickly, with less than 25 nodes in the hidden layer. Recall that the training of the ESN is a simple linear regression task; training and testing an ESN on some of the longer sequences (e.g. a 144 x 3 matrix) takes less than a second on an 1.8GHz iMac G5 running MatLab 7.

5 RESULTS

To evaluate the imitation performance of the SHEILA architecture, it was set to play back the same song structure used during training. Table 1 shows how many large-scale variations a drummer would introduce when playing a core pattern in addition to how often variations were played instead of the core pattern, calculated from the original training data. The table shows how some drummers tend to introduce many variations and play them often, whereas other drummers tend to play just the pattern they were told to play. This indicates the complexity of the sequence the ESN$_{seq}$ had to learn, and the complexity of the imitated sequence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drummer</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_1$</td>
<td>5.54%</td>
<td>3.18%</td>
<td>7.43%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>5.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_2$</td>
<td>10.41%</td>
<td>2.22%</td>
<td>8.41%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>11.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_3$</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
<td>2.38%</td>
<td>5.63%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>5.63%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The small-scale variations of both velocity and onset time can be modeled using a Gaussian distribution, as described in [13]. One of the leading software samplers on the market, FXpansion BFD, use the same approach to model human variations in its “Humanize panels”. This allows for a simple way to show the small-scale variations present in the original and imitated data. Figures 4 and 5 show how SHEILA models the small-scale variations of drummers A and E playing the pattern shown in figure 2 (due to space limits, see page 118 of the user manual (accessed 2008-05-26), www.fxpansion.com/resourceUploads/BFD_Manual_English.pdf.
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the graphs for all drummers cannot be shown). Figure 4 shows how drummer A strongly accentuates (i.e. periodically varies the velocity of) the hihat beats, whereas drummer E has a more even velocity profile for the hihat beats.

Figure 4. To the left is the velocity profile for drummer A, playing the pattern shown in figure 2. The Y scale is [0 — 127], corresponding to the MIDI resolution. The X scale corresponds to the beats in the measure, which is a common way to count when playing music. The blue bar stems from the training data, the red bar from the output of SHEILA, when instructed to play the same song as that of the training input. The similarity between the blue and red bars indicate that the ESN successfully captures the small-scale variations of the training data. Notice also how the velocity profile differs from that of drummer E (to the right). Most easily seen is how the accentuation (i.e. variation of velocity) on the hihat is not as pronounced as for drummer A; this is a manifestation of the different grooves of drummers A and E.

The onset time plays an important role in how aggressive/relaxed drum patterns are perceived, depending on whether the onset time is before or after the metronome. Figure 5 reveals that drummer A tends to be ahead of the metronome (yielding a more aggressive feel), whereas drummer E tends to be more centered around the metronome, for a more “tight” feel. The authors are aware that these terms are vague but acoustically distinct; we encourage the reader to listen to available MP3 files8 that better demonstrate these differences (included are imitations performed by SHEILA). Figures 4 and 5 show the mean and standard deviation for both velocity and onset time, both for the original data and the imitated output. The similarity between the plots shows how SHEILA successfully models the small-scale variations, in addition to demonstrating that drummers A and E plays the same pattern with a different groove.

To assess both the large- and small-scale differences between original and imitated drum tracks, as well as between drummers, a sequence similarity metric was implemented as described in [7]. The cost function was adapted to account for differences in velocity as well as timing of events, e.g. by adding the normalized difference in velocity between two events. The similarity metrics can be seen in table 2. The metrics show that imitations are similar to originals, and that the drummers have different styles when compared to another. The difference when comparing originals to imitations and drummers to each other is generally an order of magnitude. However, note that the metrics only have value as relative comparisons between the MIDI sequences. They do not represent an absolute difference. Yuijan and Bo have recently developed a normalized metric [16], however it does not account for timed series; this appears to be an open research issue, and beyond the scope of this paper. Still, the similarity metrics indicate a strong degree of similarity between original drum tracks and imitations (which is further backed up by figures 4-5), and that each drummer has a playing style different from the others.

Figure 5. To the left is the onset time profile for drummer A, playing the pattern shown in figure 2. The Y scale is onset time in ticks. There are 120 ticks in the range [0 — 0.99] between each quarter note. The X scale corresponds to the beats in the measure, similar to figure 4. As in figure 4, the blue bar is the statistics from the training data, the red bar is the analysis performed on the imitation done by SHEILA, showing that the output of the ESN resembles that of the training data. The plot shows how drummer A tends to be ahead of the metronome when playing the pattern in figure 2. To the right is the onset time plot for drummer E. The onset times tend to be more centered around the metronome for the hihat beats, distinctively more than for drummer A, which contributes to the difference of groove between drummers A and E.

Another important aspect of the onset time is the tempo drift that occurs over time. A drummer will constantly be before or after the metronome, which will make the tempo fluctuate over time, as can be seen in figure 3. Figure 6 shows how the output of SHEILA induced the same drift in tempo over time as that of the original drum sequence. To examine how the ESN store the grooves as attractors, plots were made of hidden layer nodes during a run where the ESN was generating output. Figure 7 shows plots for some hidden nodes of the ESN of the pattern in figure 2 for drummer A. The ESN was run for 240 timesteps (double what it was trained on). The figures show that the activation patterns have stable attractor shapes, but with deviations. This is a further testament to how small-scale variations are introduced when imitating a certain pattern; these deviations will make the output slightly different over time. But since

Table 2. (a) shows the similarity metric described in [7] when comparing original drum tracks to SHEILA’s imitations, (b) compares drummers to other drummers. The metrics indicate that the originals and imitated drum tracks are similar, and that the different drummers have different playing styles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.46408</td>
<td>0.837102</td>
<td>0.37176</td>
<td>0.60169</td>
<td>0.37995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.5185</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.54271</td>
<td>1.944</td>
<td>0.54166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>5.8272</td>
<td>5.4271</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.0649</td>
<td>6.4713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>6.1193</td>
<td>1.944</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.135</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>6.9911</td>
<td>5.4166</td>
<td>6.4713</td>
<td>6.135</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 www.idi.ntnu.no/~tidemann/sheila
and subsequent imitation of arm movements as described in [14], using multiple forward and inverse models as building blocks for a motor control architecture [3].
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